Abstract-Mining useful patterns from varied types of databases is an important research topic, which has many reallife applications. Most studies have considered the frequency as sole interestingness measure for identifying high quality patterns. However, each object is different in nature. The relative importance of objects is not equal, in terms of criteria such as the utility, risk, or interest. Besides, another limitation of frequent patterns is that they generally have a low occupancy, i.e., they often represent small sets of items in transactions containing many items, and thus may not be truly representative of these transactions. To extract high quality patterns in reallife applications, this paper extends the occupancy measure to also assess the utility of patterns in transaction databases. We propose an efficient algorithm named High Utility Occupancy Pattern Mining (HUOPM). It considers user preferences in terms of frequency, utility, and occupancy. A novel Frequency-Utility tree (FU-tree) and two compact data structures, called the utilityoccupancy list and FU-table, are designed to provide global and partial downward closure properties for pruning the search space. The proposed method can efficiently discover the complete set of high quality patterns without candidate generation. Extensive experiments have been conducted on several datasets to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Results show that the derived patterns are intelligible, reasonable and acceptable, and that HUOPM with its pruning strategies outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm, in terms of runtime and search space, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION
F REQUENT pattern mining (FPM) and association rule mining (ARM) [1] , [2] , [3] are some of the important and fundamental data mining techniques to extract meaningful and useful information from massive amounts of data [4] , [5] . FPM is the process of discovering frequent sets of items in transaction databases based on a user-specified minimum support threshold. In recent decades, the task of frequent pattern mining has been extensively studied by mainly considering the frequency measure for selecting patterns. Other properties and interestingness measures of frequent patterns and association rules have also been studied [3] to fulfill the need of discovering more interesting patterns in databases, e.g., maximal frequent patterns [6] , all-confidence [7] , coherence [7] , and other constraints [8] .
In real-life applications, the importance of objects or patterns is often evaluated in terms of implicit factors such as the utility, interestingness, weight, risk or profit [9] , [10] . Hence, the knowledge that actually matters to the user may not be found using traditional FPM and ARM algorithms. To measure the utility of patterns, a utility-based mining framework called high utility pattern mining (HUPM) [10] was proposed, which considers the relative importance of items (item utility). It has become an emerging research topic in recent years [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . Chan et al. [15] first introduced the problem of utility-based pattern mining based on business objectives. Yao et al. [16] then defined utility mining as the problem of finding profitable itemsets while considering both the purchase quantities of objects/items in transactions (internal utilities) and their unit profits (external utilities). In addition, the utility (i.e., importance, interest or risk) of each object/item can be predefined based on users' background knowledge or preferences.
Recently, a study [17] has shown that considering the occupancy of patterns is critical for many applications. The occupancy measure is used to ensure that each pattern found represents a large part of transactions where it appears. This allows to find patterns that are more representative, and thus of higher quality. In many applications, occupancy is an interestingness factor to measure a pattern's completeness; and it is an indispensable complement to frequency (or support). However, implicit factors such as the utility, interestingness, risk or profit of objects or patterns are ignored in occupancy pattern mining [17] , and it ignores the fact that items/objects may appear more than once in transactions. On the other hand, HUPM does not assess the occupancy of patterns. As a result, the discovered patterns may be irrelevant or even misleading if they are not representative of the supporting transactions. For example, if a pattern occurs in many transactions but its actual occupancy is low, it may be inappropriate to use this pattern for recommendation. Hence, it is desirable to find patterns that are representative of the transactions where they occur. In particular, extracting patterns that occupy a large portion of the utility in their supporting transactions is critical to several applications. Recently, an algorithm called OCEAN was proposed to address the problem of high utility occupancy pattern mining by introducing the utility occupancy measure [18] . However, it fails to discover the complete set of high utility occupancy patterns (HUOPs) and also encounter several performance problems.
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Therefore, this paper proposes an effective and efficient algorithm named High Utility Occupancy Pattern Mining (HUOPM). The proposed algorithm extracts patterns based on users' interests, pattern frequency and utility occupancy, and considers that each item may have a distinct utility. The concept of utility occupancy is adopted to evaluate the utility contribution of patterns in their supporting transactions. Thus, the concept of HUOP is quite different from the previous concept of high utility pattern. The previous study [17] shows that the occupancy of patterns is very critical to some applications. Compared with occupancy, utility occupancy is suitable and more effective for pattern analysis in some real-life domains, for example: market basket analysis [1] , [2] , [14] , print-area recommendation for Web pages [17] , Web click analysis [11] , mobile service provider [18] , and biomedical applications [19] .
Consider the travel route recommendation for tourist to visit, eat, and spend time/money, HUOPM can successfully exploit the frequency and utility contribution ratio (w.r.t. utility occupancy) of a specific travel route. For another example, a mobile service provider can obtain some real-world data, and each record contains the traffic information that a customer spends on various mobile Apps. In general, each App has its unit utility (i.e., price, popular). In this case, the concept of utility occupancy and the HUOPM model can be applied to discover the high qualified patterns (both frequent and high utility occupancy). After identifying the set of mobile Apps that users are interested in (e.g., download frequently, spend most of their money), this information can also be utilized to improve the service. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• A novel and effective HUOPM algorithm is proposed to address the novel research problem of mining high utility occupancy patterns with the utility occupancy measure.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior algorithms address this problem successfully and effectively.
• Two compact data structures called Utility-Occupancy list (UO-list) and Frequency- Utility table (FU-table) , are designed to store the required information about a database, for mining HUOP. When necessary and sufficient conditions are met, information about a pattern can be directly obtained from the built UO-lists of its prefix patterns, and thus HUOPM can avoid repeatedly scanning the database.
• Moreover, the concept of remaining utility occupancy is utilized to calculate an upper bound to reduce the search space. Based on the developed pruning strategies, the HUOPM algorithm can directly discover HUOPs from the designed frequency-utility tree using UO-lists by only scanning a database twice.
• Extensive experiments have been conducted on both realworld and synthetic datasets to evaluate how effective and efficient the proposed HUOPM algorithm is. Results show that HUOPM can reveal the desired useful patterns, having a high utility occupancy and predefined frequency, and that the proposed pruning strategies are effective at leading to a more compact search space.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed in Section II. In Section III, some key preliminaries are introduced and the addressed problem is defined. The proposed HUOPM algorithm and several pruning strategies are described in Section IV. Then, to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the HUOPM algorithm, results of extensive experiments comparing its performance with the state-of-theart algorithm are provided in Section V. Finally, conclusions and future work are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK A. Support-based Pattern Mining
In numerous domains, web mining and data mining technologies provide powerful ways of discovering interesting and useful information in massive amounts of data. In recent decades, the task of support-based frequent pattern mining has been widely studied. Most algorithms have been designed to extract patterns using the frequency (support) measure as selection criterion [1] , [2] , [3] . Among them, Apriori [1] and FP-growth [2] are two of the most well-known frequent pattern mining algorithms. Other properties and interestingness measures of frequent patterns and association rules have also been studied to fulfill the need for discovering more interesting patterns [3] , [7] , [8] In the past, significant progress have been made concerning data mining with support and confidence [3] . Many algorithms have been proposed to discover high quality patterns from the binary transaction databases [3] , [7] , [8] , [20] . However, these approaches do not consider that objects/items may occur more than once in a transaction (e.g., may have non binary purchase quantities), and that objects/items are often not equally important to the user (e.g., may not have the same unit profit). Up to now, associations of boolean attributes only considered in traditional ARM, which only reflects the frequency of the presence or absence of an item in the database. Thus, the problem of quantitative association rule mining (QARM) has been studied [21] , [22] , [23] . In QARM, the attributes of item can be quantitative (e.g., age, income, purchase quantity) instead of the boolean value (0 or 1). However, QARM still does not reflect the other important factors of items, such as interest, price, risk or profit. In some real-life applications, the frequency (support) of a pattern may be an inappropriate measure to determine the importance of this pattern.
B. Utility-based Pattern Mining
To address the limitations of support-based pattern mining and to extract high profitable patterns, the high-utility pattern mining (HUPM) task has been studied [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . HUPM considers both the occur quantities and unit profits of objects/items rather than just considering their occurrence frequencies. A pattern is concerned as a high-utility pattern (HUP) if its utility is no less than the predefined minimum utility threshold. Chan et al. [15] presented a framework to mine the top-k closed utility patterns. Yao et al. [16] then defined utility mining as the problem of discovering profitable patterns while considering both the purchase quantity of objects/items in transactions (internal utility) and their unit profits (external utility). They then introduced the mathematical properties of utility constraint to respectively reduce the search space and expected utility upper bounds [24] . The concept of HUPM is different from the support-based weighted frequent pattern mining (WFPM) [9] , [25] , [26] , because WFPM does not consider the quantity information of each object/item, and the range of weight is [0,1]. By taking both quantities and profits of items into consideration, HUPM can reveal more valuable patterns than frequent ones. Liu et al. then presented a transaction-weighted utilization (TWU) model [27] to discover HUPs by adopting a transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC) property. In recent years, developing algorithms for mining high utility patterns is an active research topic. Some recent algorithms for HUPM are IHUP [11] , UP-growth [13] , UP-growth+ [14] , HUI-Miner [12] , d2HUP [28] , FHM [29] , HUP-Miner [30] , and EFIM [31] .
Different from the efficiency issue of HUPM, there are also a number of studies that focus on some interesting effectiveness issues of HUPM. For example, mining high utility patterns from different types of data (i.e., uncertain data [32] , [33] , temporal data [34] , [35] , transaction data with negative unit profits [36] , dynamic data [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] , and stream data [41] ), HUPM with various discount strategies [42] , non-redundant correlated HUPs [43] , HUPM using multiple minimum utility thresholds [32] , a condensed set of HUPs [44] , discriminative HUPs [45] , top-k issue of HUPM [44] , and HUPM from big data [46] . All these HUPM algorithms discover high utility patterns based on the basic definitions of utility mining model by Yao et al. [16] , [24] . In recent years, there has been a growing interest in utilityoriented mining models for discovering different types of high utility patterns (e.g., itemsets, rules, sequences, and episodes) and profitable information. The comprehensive survey of this research field can be referred to [10] , [40] .
C. High Quality Pattern Mining
Although HUPM methods can evaluate the utility of patterns, they do not assess the occupancy of patterns in their supporting transactions in terms of utility. In other words, HUPM methods do not consider how important the utility of patterns are compared to the utility of the transactions where they appear. For some real-life applications, such as pattern-based recommendation, it is desirable that interesting patterns should occupy a large portion of the transactions where they appear [17] . The above approaches fail to meet this requirement. To address this issue, a novel measure called utility occupancy was proposed in the OCEAN algorithm [18] . As a relative measure, utility occupancy ensures that a certain set of items is important to individual users.
However, the OCEAN algorithm suffers from two important drawbacks. First, the mining results derived by OCEAN are incomplete. The reason is that the exact utility information is incorrectly kept in the utility-list [12] structure using an inconsistent sorting order. As a result, OCEAN applies pruning strategies with incorrect information. Second, OCEAN is not efficient as it does not utilize the support property and utility occupancy property well to prune the search space. As a result, it performs poorly when the related parameters are set low. Hence, developing an effective and efficient algorithm to address these limitations is important. In this study, the problem of effectively mining the complete set of all high utility occupancy patterns from a database is discussed.
III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
where each quantitative transaction T q ∈ D is a subset of I, and has a unique identifier tid. The total utility of all items in a transaction is named transaction utility and denoted as tu. An itemset X with k distinct items {i 1 , i 2 , . . ., i k } is called a k-itemset. A database consisting of 10 transactions and 5 distinct items is shown in TABLE I, which will be used as a running example. Definition 1: The number of transactions containing an itemset is said to be its occurrence frequency or support count [1] , [2] . The support count of an itemset X, denoted as sup(X), is the number of supporting transactions containing X. Let the set of transactions supporting an itemset X denote as Γ X . A transaction T q is said to support an itemset X if X ⊆ T q . Thus, sup(X) = |Γ X |. Let the user-specified minimum support threshold denote as α, X is called a frequent
Definition 2: Each item i m in a database D has a unit profit, denoted as pr(i m ), which represents its relative importance to the user. Item unit profits are indicated in a user-specified profit table, denoted as ptable = {pr(i 1 ), pr(i 2 ), . . ., pr(i m )}. The utility of an item i j in a transaction T q is defined as
Thus, the total utility of X in a database D is u(X) = X⊆Tq∧Tq∈D u(X, T q ). Definition 3: The transaction utility (tu) of a transaction T q is tu(T q ) = ij ∈Tq u(i j , T q ), where i j is the j-th item in T q . In the study [17] , a new interestingness measure called occupancy was proposed to discover frequent patterns having a strong occupancy. A new concept named utility occupancy [18] is first introduced below. It is important to notice that the utility occupancy concept is different from the original occupancy concept presented in the DOFIA algorithm [17] .
Definition 4: The utility occupancy of an itemset X in a supporting transaction T q is denoted as uo(X, T q ), and defined as the ratio of the utility of X in that transaction divided by the total utility of that transaction:
Example 3: Since tu(T 1 ) = $65 and tu(T 3 ) = $38, the utility occupancy of (ac) in T 1 is calculated as uo(ac, T 1 ) = $58/$65 ≈ 0.8923, and the utility occupancy of (ac) in T 3 is calculated as uo(ac, T 3 ) = $32/$38 ≈ 0.8421.
Definition 5: The utility occupancy of an itemset X in a database D is denoted as uo(X), and defined as:
where Γ X is the set of supporting transactions of X in D (thus |Γ X | is equal to the support of X in D). Hence, utility occupancy can be used to evaluate how patterns contribute to the total utility of transactions where they appears in. In prior work [17] , the occupancy of a pattern in a transaction was defined as the ratio between the number of items in this pattern and the number of items in the transaction. The utility occupancy of a pattern generalizes this definition to consider that items may have distinct utility values, and is defined as the harmonic average of the occupancy utility values in all supporting transactions. Therefore, the two concepts, occupancy and utility occupancy, are different in nature.
Definition 6: Given a minimum support threshold α (0 < α ≤ 1) and a minimum utility occupancy threshold β (0 < β ≤ 1), an itemset X in a database D is said to be a high utility occupancy pattern with high frequency and strong utility occupancy, denoted as HUOP, if it satisfies the following two conditions: sup(X) ≥ α × |D| and uo(X) ≥ β.
Example 4: The utility occupancies of (a) and (ab) in TABLE I are calculated as: uo(a) = (uo(a, Note that the minimum support count must be set such that α × |D| > 1. Otherwise, each transaction (or an itemset) will have a utility occupancy value of 1. In the example of TABLE I, if α is set to 0.1, then (α × |D|) = 1, and all ten transactions are HUOPs. For example, T 1 (i.e., the itemset (acd)) has a support count as 1 and a utility occupancy as 1.0, thus satisfying the two conditions of HUOP. Based on the above definitions, the problem statement of high utility occupancy pattern mining (HUOPM) is formulated as follows: Problem Statement. Given a transaction database D, a profit-table indicating the distinct profit of each item, a minimum support threshold α, and a minimum utility occupancy threshold β. The problem of mining high utility occupancy patterns (which are both frequent and dominant in terms of high utility occupancy) is to discover the complete set of patterns that not only have a frequency no less than α × |D|, but also have a utility occupancy no less than β.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR MINING HUOPS
In the section, we propose two compact data structures called utility-occupancy list (UO-list) and frequency-utility table (FU-table) to maintain the utility occupancy information about a database. Then we utilize both the support and utility occupancy measures to prune the search space for mining the more interesting and useful high utility occupancy patterns.
A. Search Space for Mining HUOPs
According to previous studies, the search space for the pattern mining problem can be represented as a lattice structure [47] or as a Set-enumeration tree [48] . Based on the final derived HUOPs of the given example, it can be observed that the well-known downward closure property of Apriori does not hold for HUOPs. For example, 1-items (a), (b) and (d) are not HUOPs, but their supersets {(ab), (ac), (ad), (bc), (bd), (cd), (abd), (acd)} are HUOPs, as shown in TABLE II. If no anti-monotone property is applied in HUOPM, a huge number of candidates will need to be generated to obtain the actual HUOPs. It is thus a critical issue to design more suitable data structures and powerful pruning strategies to efficiently reduce the search space and to filter the number of unpromising patterns for mining HUOPs.
Definition 7: (Total order ≺ on items) Without loss of generality, assume that items in every transaction are sorted according to the lexicographic order. Furthermore, assume that the total order ≺ on items in the designed HUOPM algorithm adopts the support ascending order of items.
Note that the total order ≺ used in the proposed HUOPM algorithm can be the support-based ascending or descending order, the TWU-based ascending or descending order, the lexicographic order, or any other total order on items. The processing order of patterns may, however, affect the mining efficiency of HUOPM, but does not affect the completeness and correctness of this algorithm. We assume that the support ascending order is adopted in the HUOPM algorithm. Notice that the efficiency when using different orders in HUOPM will be conducted and evaluated in the experiments. For example, the support counts of items in the running example are {sup(a):5, sup(b):5, sup(c):8, sup(d):7, sup(e):4}. Thus, the support ascending order for five items is {sup(e) < sup(a) ≤ sup(b) < sup(d) < sup(c)}, and the total order ≺ on items is e ≺ a ≺ b ≺ d ≺ c.
Definition 8: (Frequency-utility tree, FU-tree) A frequencyutility tree (FU-tree) is a variant of sorted Set-enumeration tree using the total order ≺ on items. It contains the frequency and utility information.
Definition 9: (Extension nodes in the FU-tree) In the designed FU-tree, all child nodes of any tree node are called its extension nodes.
Clearly, the designed FU-tree is a utility-based prefix-tree, and the complete search space can be traversed using a depthfirst search (DFS) or breadth-first search (BFS), where each child node in the FU-tree is generated by extending its prefix (parent) node. Consider the running example with the adopted total order ≺ on items, the extension nodes of node (ab) are the itemsets (abd), (abc) and (abdc). Note that all the supersets of node (ab) are (eab), (abd), (abc), (eabd), (eabc), (abde) and (eabde). Hence, the extension nodes of a tree node in a FU-tree are a subset of the supersets of that node.
B. UO-List and FU-Table
Two compact data structures, called utility-occupancy list (UO-list for short) and frequency-utility table (FU-table for  short) , are designed to keep essential information about patterns in the database. Note that the UO-list is different from the utility-list structure used in HUI-Miner [12] , FHM [29] and OCEAN [18] . The occupancy information is not stored in utility-list, while UO-list keeps this information to quickly calculate the utility occupancy of a pattern using a join operation. Besides, a new concept called remaining utility occupancy is introduced and applied to obtain an utility occupancy upperbound, which will be presented in the next subsection.
Definition 10: The remaining utility occupancy of an itemset X in a transaction T q is denoted as ruo(X, T q ), and defined as the sum of the utility occupancy values of all items appearing after X in T q according to the total order ≺ , that is:
For example, consider T 5 and itemsets (a) and (ad) in TABLE I. Since the total order ≺ on items is
Definition 11: (Utility-occupancy list, UO-list). Let ≺ be the total order on items from I. The utility-occupancy list of an itemset X in a database D is a set of tuples corresponding to transactions where X appears. A tuple contains three elements <tid, uo, ruo> for each transaction T q containing X. In each tuple, the tid element is the transaction identifier of T q ; the uo element is the utility occupancy of X in T q , w.r.t. uo(X, T q ); and the ruo element is defined as the remaining utility occupancy of X in T q , w.r.t. ruo(X, T q ).
Example 5: Consider the running example and the defined total order ≺ ({e ≺ a ≺ b ≺ d ≺ c}). The constructed UOlists of five 1-itemsets (itemsets of length 1) are shown in Fig.  1 . Note that the UO-lists of all 1-itemsets are constructed after the HUOPM algorithm performs a single database scan. To discover HUOPs, the sum of the support and utility occupancy of a special pattern X in a database D can be efficiently calculated by adding the utility occupancies of all elements in the UO-list of X (denoted as X.UOL). Thus, the following information can be obtained from X.UOL: (1) the name of X; (2) the set of transactions where X appears (its support); (3) the sum of the utility occupancy of X in D; and (4) the total remaining utility occupancy of X in D. To explain how this useful information can be obtained from the constructed UO-lists, the following definitions are introduced by utilizing the UO-list structure. We further design a data structure called frequency-utility table (FU-table) by utilizing some useful properties of UO-list. The FU-table of an expected pattern is built after the construction of UO-list of this pattern, and it stores the following information.
Definition 12: (FU -table) . A frequency-utility table (FUtable) of an itemset X contains four informations: the name of the itemset X (name), the support of X (sup(X)), the sum of the utility occupancies of X in database D (uo(X)), and the sum of the remaining utility occupancies of X in D (ruo(X)). Here, ruo(X) can be calculated as:
The construction process of a FU-table is shown below. Consider an item (e) in TABLE I, which appears in T 5 , T 6 , T 8 , and T 10 . The built UO-list of (e) is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The FU-table of item (e) is constructed efficiently by using the support count, utility occupancy and remaining utility occupancy. They are calculated during the construction of the UO-list of (e), such that {sup(e) = 4, uo Fig. 2(b) . Thus, the final built FU-tables of all items (1-itemsets) are shown in Fig. 3 . According to the two conditions sup(X) ≥ α × |D| and uo(X) ≥ β of HUOP, we only need to initially construct the UO-lists and FU-tables of frequent 1-itemsets (F P 1 ). Then, for any k-itemset (k ≥ 2), the UO-list of this itemset can be calculated directly using the UO-lists of some of its subsets, without scanning the database. The construction procedure of the UO-list and FU-table of a k-itemset is shown in Algorithm 1. Given an itemset X, and two itemsets X a and X b which are extensions of X obtained by adding two distinct items a and b to X, respectively. The construction procedure takes as input the UO-lists of X, X a and X b , and outputs the UO-list and FU-table of the itemset X ab . Note that X ab .UOL denote the UO-list of X ab , and X ab .FUT denote the FU-table of X ab .
In Algorithm 1, Lines 17 to 20 show the developed pruning strategy named remaining support strategy, which will be described later. It is important to notice that the construction of the UO-list and FU-table of a k-itemset (k ≥ 3, Lines 5 to 8) is different than that of a 2-itemset (k = 2, Lines 10 to 12). Details of the difference are described in the following content. The uo of X ab is the sum of the uo associated with tid in the UO-lists of X a and X b . Suppose a is before b, and then the ruo of X ab is assigned as the ruo associated with tid in the UO-list of X b . However, when calculating the uo and ruo for a (k)-itemset (k ≥ 2), the part of uo is different, thus it needs to subtract the uo of the common part between X a and X b . Generally, to calculate the uo of {i 1 . . . i (k−2) i (k−1) i k } in tid, the following formula holds:
if X.U OL = ∅ then 5: search for E ∈ X.U OL, E.tid = E a .tid;
6:
X ab .F U T.uo += E a .uo + E b .uo − E.uo; X a .F U T.sup --; 18: if X a .F U T.sup < α × |D| then We can not miscalculate the uo of {ace} in T 5 such as the sum of the uo of {ac} and {ae} in T 3 , since they contain the uo of {a} in T 5 twofold.
The procedure can be easily implemented since a set of the UO-lists of the (k-1)-itemsets (k ≥ 2) has been built before constructing the UO-list of a (k)-itemset (k ≥ 2) w.r.t. the extension node.
C. Upper Bound on Utility Occupancy
Using the proposed UO-list and FU-table structures, the actual utility occupancy value of a pattern can be calculated exactly. But a crucial question is: is it necessary to construct the UO-lists and FU-tables of all patterns in a FU-tree? Since this would be very expensive in terms of runtime and memory usage, some pruning conditions should be developed to decide whether a subtree must be spanned. In a Set-enumeration tree [48] , the complete search space of I (where m is the number of items in I) contains 2 m patterns (by systematically enumerating all subsets of I with the total order ≺, that is all possible patterns). As mentioned before, the downward closure property does not hold for the utility occupancy. Thus, it is a crucial challenge to design powerful technologies to prune the search space and filter unpromising patterns early, especially to handle large-scale databases.
Without actually generating all possible high utility occupancy patterns, can we derive an upper boundφ(X) on the utility occupancy of patterns in a subtree rooted at node representing an itemset X? Unfortunately, it is not an easy task since the utility occupancy and the supporting transactions of patterns are unknown until these patterns are processed. Hence, inspired by the OCEAN algorithm [18] , we try to develop an upper bound on the utility occupancy by utilizing the UO-list structure. Ifφ(X) is less than the minimum utility occupancy threshold, we can safely discard this subtree from further consideration.
Definition 13: Let there be an itemset X and a transaction (or an itemset) T such that X ⊆ T , and that the set of all items in T that are not in X is denoted as T \ X. In addition, the set of all items appearing after X in T according to the ≺ order is denoted as T /X. Thus, T /X ⊆ T \ X.
Lemma 1: Let there be a subtree rooted at X, Γ X be the supporting transactions of X. Then, for any possible high utility occupancy itemset W in the subtree, we have:
Proof: Since W is a k-extension of X, Γ W ⊆ Γ X , we have (W − X) = (W/X). Thus, in each transaction T q , uo(W/X, T q ) ≤ uo(T q /X, T q ). The following relationships can be obtained. For each transaction T q in D, since
The supporting transactions of a processed node (itemset) X is denoted as Γ X , but the supporting transactions of any possible high utility occupancy pattern W extending X w.r.t. Γ W , is unknown although Γ W ⊆ Γ X . The set Γ W is unknown until W is processed. Assume that we now explore the node (ea). After constructing the UO-list of (ea), we can obtain its support count and utility occupancy. Unfortunately, we do not know the related support count Γ W of any of its extension nodes W . Because of Inequality (5), it is difficult to obtain an upper bound for W without knowing Γ W . The concept of HUOP indicates that every HUOP should be supported by α×|D| transactions in the database. By utilizing this property, we further develop the following theorems to obtain an upper bound for a subtree rooted at a processed node in the FU-tree.
Lemma 2: Let there be a minimum support threshold α, a subtree rooted at X, and Γ X be its supporting transactions. For any pattern W in the subtree, an upper bound on the utility occupancy of W is:
Proof: Note that Γ W ⊆ Γ X and Γ W is unknown, we calculate (uo(X, T q ) + ruo(X, T q )) for all transactions in Γ X and put into a vector set (denoted as V occu ), then sort V occu in descending order (denoted as V 
Thus, given a minimum support threshold α, we can directly calculate an upper bondφ(W ) on utility occupancy of a subtree which rooted at a processed node X.
D. Proposed Pruning Strategies
In this section we will show how to efficiently prune the search space using an upper bound on the utility occupancy and the support count. Two properties named global downward closure property and partial downward closure property can be obtained below.
Lemma 3: The complete search space of the addressed HUOPM problem can be represented by a FU-tree where items are sorted according to the support ascending order on items.
Proof. According to the studies in [48] , the complete search space for mining HUOPs can be presented as a Setenumeration tree.
Theorem 1: (Global downward closure property in the FU-tree) In the designed FU-tree, if a tree node is a FP, its parent node is also a FP. Let X k be a k-itemset (node) and its parent node be denoted as X k−1 , which is a (k-1)-itemset. The relationship sup(X k ) ≤ sup(X k−1 ) holds. Proof: According to the well-known Apriori property [1] , the relationship sup(X k ) ≤ sup(X k−1 ) exists. Thus, in the FU-tree, the global downward closure property holds.
Theorem 2: (Partial downward closure property in the FUtree) In the designed FU-tree, let X k be a k-itemset (node) and its parent node be denoted as X k−1 , a (k-1)-itemset. The relationship indicating that the upper bound on utility occupancy of any node in a subtree is no greater than that of its parent node always holds, that isφ(X k ) ≤φ(X k−1 ). Proof: Since the UO-list of X k is constructed by joining the UO-list of X k−1 with the one of a sibling of
According to Lemma 2, the relationship between upper bounds on the utility occupancy of X k and X
In other words, the obtained upper bound on the utility occupancy of patterns satisfies the partial downward closure property. Thus, in the developed FU-tree, the partial downward closure property holds.
It is noteworthy that "partial" here indicates that the upper bound on the utility occupancy is conditional anti-monotone but not general anti-monotone. In other words, the partial downward closure property holds for a tree node and its descendants, but does not hold for supersets which are not in that subtree. To further enhance the pruning effect of the proposed HUOPM algorithm, the derived upper bound can be utilized with this anti-monotone property. We next present four novel pruning strategies, which were not used in the state-ofthe-art OCEAN algorithm [18] .
Strategy 1: In the designed FU-tree and by considering the defined total order ≺, if a tree node X has a support count less than (α×|D|), then any nodes containing X (i.e., all supersets of X) can be directly pruned and do not need to be explored.
Example 6: In the running example, assume that the parameters are set to α = 30% and β = 0.3. Using the UO-lists of (e) and (a), we can construct the UO-list of (ea). Since sup(ea) = 2 < (α × 10 = 30% × 10 = 3), all extension nodes of (ea) are not HUOPs and can be directly pruned.
Strategy 2: In the designed FU-tree, considering the defined total order ≺, if the upper bound on the utility occupancy of a tree node X is less than β, then any nodes in the subtree rooted at X w.r.t. all extensions of X can be directly pruned and do not need to be explored.
Example 7: After constructing the UO-list of (ab), we can obtain its utility occupancy (uo) and remaining utility occupancy (ruo) in each supporting transaction. According to inequality (5), the top 3 values in the sorted vector V ↓ occu of (ab) are considered. Since the UO-list of (ab) is {(T 3 , 0.6579, 0.3421), (T 5 , 0.2653, 0.5510), (T 8 , 0.3771, 0.0328)}, V ↓ occu of (db) = {(T 3 , 1.0000), (T 5 , 0.8163), (T 8 , 0.4099)}. Thus, the utility occupancy upper bound of (ab) is (1.0000 + 0.5380 + 0.4099)/3 ≈ 0.7421 > 0.3, and sup(ab) = 3. Thus, its extension nodes (abd), (abc) and (abdc) may be HUOPs, and hence should be explored.
Strategy 3: During the construction of the UO-list of a tree node X ab by using X a and X b , if the remaining support of X a for constructing X ab is less than α × |D|, the support of X ab will also be less than α × |D|, X ab is not a FP, and also not a HUOP. Then the construction procedure returns null, as shown in Algorithm 1 Lines 18 to 20.
Strategy 4: After calling the construction procedure to build the UO-list of a tree node X, if X.UOL is empty or sup(X) ≤ α × |D|, X is not a HUOP, and none of its subtree nodes is a HUOP. Then, X.UOL is not added to the set of extension UO-lists of X.
Example 8: In the running example, the node (ea) has a support count of 2. Its subtree nodes can be pruned by Strategy 4. In this case, Strategy 4 has the same effect as Strategy 1.
E. Proposed HUOPM Algorithm
Based on two compact data structures (UO-list and FUtable) , an upper bound on utility occupancy and the above pruning strategies, the proposed HUOPM algorithm can be designed below. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the designed HUOPM algorithm. It takes four parameters as input, including a transactional database D, a predefined profit table ptable, a user-specified minimum support threshold α (0 < α ≤ 1), and a minimum utility occupancy threshold β (0 < β ≤ 1). HUOPM first scans the database to calculate the sup(i) of each item i ∈ I and the tu value of each transaction (Line 1), then finds the set I * w.r.t. F P 1 (Line 2, Strategy 1), and sorts it according to the total order ≺ (Line 3). After that, the algorithm scans D again to construct the UO-list and FU-table of each item i ∈ I * (Line 4). At last, HUOPM recursively applies the designed HUOP-Search function for mining HUOPs without generating candidates and without scanning the database repeatedly (Line 5).
Algorithm 2 HUOPM (D, ptable, α, β)
1: scan D to calculate the sup(i) of each item i ∈ I and the tu value of each transaction; 2: find I * ← {i ∈ I|sup(i) ≥ α × |D|}, w.r.t. F P 1 ;
3: sort I * in the designed total order ≺;
4: using the total order ≺, scan D once to build the UO-list and FU-table for each 1-item i ∈ I * ;
5: call HUOP-Search(φ, I * , α, β).
6: return HUOPs
Algorithm 3 HUOP-Search (X, extenOfX, α, β)
obtain sup(X a ) and uo(X a ) from the built X a .F U T ; 3: if sup(X a ) ≥ α × |D| then 4: if uo(X a ) ≥ β then
5:
HU OP s ← HU OP s ∪ X a ; 6: end if 7:φ(X a ) ← UpperBound(X a .U OL, α);
extenOfX a ← ∅; 10: for each X b ∈ extenOfX that X a ≺ X b do
11:
X ab ← X a ∪ X b ; 12: call Construct(X, X a , X b );
extenOfX a ← extenOfX a ∪ X ab .U OL; 15: end if 16: end for 17: call HUOP-Search(X a , extenOfX a , α, β); During the recursive exploration of the search space (i.e., FU-tree) with the total order ≺, the partial anti-monotonicity of HUOPs is used to effectively avoid generating unpromising patterns that cannot be HUOPs and their child nodes. Based on the proposed pruning strategies, the upper bound can be used to prune patterns with low support or low utility occupancy early, without constructing their UO-lists. It can effectively reduce both the computational cost of join operations and the search space in the FU-tree. In fact, the actual search space is more compact than a complete FU-tree.
Details of the HUOP-Search procedure is shown in Algorithm 3. It takes as input an itemset X, a set of UO-lists of all 1-extensions of X, α and β. A loop is first performed over each 1-extension of itemset X, denoted as X a (Lines 1 to  20) . Two conditions are checked (Lines 3 to 4, Strategy 1) to determine if X a is a HUOP. If the itemset is a HUOP, then it is put into the set of HUOPs. The algorithm then determines whether extensions of X a should be explored (Lines 7 to 8, Strategy 2). It uses the function UpperBound (c.f. Algorithm 4) to calculate the upper bound of utility occupancy for the subtree rooted at pattern X a . Ifφ(X a ) ≥ β, then any extensions of X a may be a HUOP. In that case, the depthfirst search is performed (Lines 8 to 18 ). The construction procedure Construct(X, X a , X b ) is then executed for each 1-extension node X ab , to construct their UO-lists and FUtables (Lines 11 to 12). Note that each constructed itemset X ab is an 1-extension of the itemset X a . If X ab .U OL = ∅ and sup(X ab ) ≥ α × |D|, such itemset is added to a set extenOfX a for storing all 1-extensions of X a (Lines 13 to 15, Strategy 4). HUOPM recursively applies the designed HUOP-Search function for determining the desired HUOPs (Line 17).
calculate (uo(X, T q )+ruo(X, T q )) of each tuple from the built X a .U OL and put them into the set of V occu ; 3: sort V occu by descending order as V 
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, extensive experiments are conducted on both real-world and synthetic datasets to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed HUOPM algorithm. The task of the addressed problem is to discover high utility occupancy patterns (HUOPs) with frequency and utility occupancy. Note that only two prior studies, DOFIA [17] and OCEAN [18] are closely related to our work. Major differences are that DOFIA considers both the frequency and occupancy for mining high qualified patterns, but the occupancy is based on the number of items in patterns or transactions rather than the concept of utility [17] . Thus, in the following, the state-of-the-art OCEAN algorithm [18] is implemented to generate high utility occupancy patterns. HUOPs* are derived by OCEAN, and HUOPs are generated by the proposed HUOPM algorithm.
We first evaluate the mining results by comparing HUOPs* and HUOPs. Then the runtime and the number of visited nodes in the search tree of the HUOPM algorithm are compared. At last, the effect of the processing order of items is also compared and evaluated.
A. Experimental Setup and Datasets
All algorithms in the experiments are implemented using the Java language and executed on a PC with an Intel Core i5-3460 3.2 GHz processor and 4 GB of memory, running on the 32 bit Microsoft Windows 7 platform. Four real-world datasets [49] (BMSPOS2, retail, chess, and mushroom) and two synthetic dataset [50] (T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K) are used in the experiments. T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K are generated using the IBM Quest Synthetic Data Generator [50] . These datasets have varied characteristics and represents the main types of data typically encountered in real-life scenarios (e.g., dense, sparse and long transactions). The characteristics of these datasets are described below in details.
• BMSPOS2 dataset contains several years worth of pointof-sale data from a large electronics retailer. It has total 515,597 transactions with 1,657 distinct items, an average transaction length of 6.53 items.
• retail is a sparse dataset which contains 88,162 transactions with 16,470 distinct items and an average transaction length of 10.30 items.
• chess dataset contains 3,196 transactions with 75 distinct items and an average transaction length of 36 items. It is a dense dataset.
• mushroom is a dense dataset, it has 8,124 transactions with 120 distinct items, and an average transaction length of 23 items.
• T10I4D100K is a synthetic dataset that contains 870 distinct items, 100,000 transactions, and has an average length of 10.1 items.
• T40I10D100K is a synthetic dataset that contains 942 distinct items, 100,000 transactions, and has an average length of 39.6 items. For the addressed utility-based HUOPM problem, note that the quantity and unit profit of each item in a dataset is randomly generated by using a simulation method proposed in previous studies [12] , [13] , [14] . In the following experiments, the proposed HUOPM algorithm with different designed pruning strategies is respectively denoted as HUOPM P 12 (with pruning strategies 1 and 2), HUOPM P 13 (with pruning strategies 1 and 3), HUOPM P 123 (with pruning strategies 1, 2 and 3) and HUOPM P 1234 (with all pruning strategies). The four versions are compared to evaluate the efficiency of HUOPM and the effect of the designed pruning strategies.
B. Pattern Analysis
In the study presenting OCEAN, it was shown that the diversity of patterns with high utility occupancy is more favorable than traditional high utility patterns and frequent patterns. The study used a small real-life dataset MobileApp to illustrate that the derived patterns are more useful for the task of mobile App recommendation or promotion [18] . To analyze the usefulness of the proposed HUOPM framework, the derived patterns (HUOPs* and HUOPs) are evaluated below. When setting α:20% and β:0.50 on the running example, the top-10 patterns derived by HUOPM, OCEAN and FP-growth [2] are shown in Besides, the minimum utility occupancy in top-10 HUOPs* is 0.5604, while the minimum utility occupancy value in top-10 HUOPs is 0.6554. Some interesting desired patterns with high uo values cannot be discovered by OCEAN. Therefore, the results derived by the OCEAN algorithm are incomplete and OCEAN also encounters some performance problems (it will be discussed in the next subsection). Finally, it can be clearly seen that the support-based frequent patterns (as shown in TABLE III (right)) are quite different from the results derived by the utility-occupancy-based methods. We further compare the number of patterns on the test datasets to show the effect of varying the parameters α and β. Results for various parameter values are shown in TABLE IV and TABLE V, respectively. Notice that the parameters in TABLE IV are varying α under a fixed β = 0.3, and the parameter settings on each dataset are the same as them in Fig. 4 . In TABLE V, the parameters are varying β under a fixed α, and details of the parameter settings in each dataset are the same as them in Fig. 5 .
From TABLE IV and TABLE V effectively discovered by HUOPM algorithm, while most of them are missed by the OCEAN algorithm. In other words, although the addressed HUOPM problem can capture high qualified patterns well, OCEAN fails to discover the complete set of HUOPs. It can also be observed that the number of produced patterns (both HUOPs* and HUOPs), decrease when the minimum support threshold is increased. And less HUOPs* and HUOPs are obtained when β is set higher. Besides, the number of missing patterns which is caused by OCEAN (i.e., HUOPs -HUOPs*) sometimes increases when varying β, while it sometimes decreases, as shown on the chess and T10I4D100K datasets when varying β with a fixed α. From the above analysis of the results of found patterns, it can be concluded that the proposed HUOPM algorithm for mining HUOPs is acceptable and can solve a serious shortcoming of the state-of-the-art OCEAN algorithm.
C. Efficiency Analysis
To evaluate the efficiency of OCEAN and the proposed HUOPM algorithm on various datasets, a performance comparison of the different strategies used in HUOPM is presented next in terms of execution time. The results in terms of runtime for various parameters are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig.  5 , respectively.
From Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , it can be clearly observed that the runtime of OCEAN is the worst, compared to the other algorithms in most cases, and that the HUOPM P 1234 algorithm (which adopts all pruning strategies) is the fastest on all datasets in all cases. We also draw the following conclusions.
(1) The difference between HUOPM P 12 and HUOPM P 123 indicates that the Strategy 3 always reduces the search space by pruning subtrees, as it can be observed in Fig. 4 and Fig.  5 . (2) By comparing HUOPM P 13 and HUOPM P 123 , it can be concluded that the Strategy 2, using the upper bound of utility occupancy, provides a trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness. For example, consider results for BMSPOS2, shown in Fig. 5(a) . When β = 0.24, HUOPM P 13 is faster than HUOPM P 123 ; while HUOPM P 13 consumes more runtime than HUOPM P 123 when β = 0.32 and β = 0.34. The reason for this behavior is that it needs to spend additional time to calculate the upper bounds, but sometimes unpromising itemsets can be directly pruned by other pruning strategies. (3) In general, the Strategy 4 can significantly reduce the execution time. For example, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , (d) and (f), Fig. 5(a), (b) and (e), the runtime of HUOPM P 1234 is considerably smaller than that of HUOPM P 123 . Therefore, the HUOPM algorithm applies four pruning strategies to prune unpromising patterns early, which greatly speed up the mining efficiency, compared to the baseline algorithms and the OCEAN algorithm.
Furthermore, we evaluate the statistical analysis [51] by two-way ANOVA test [52] to show whether the proposed HUOPM has a significant difference to the traditional OCEAN algorithm. Based on a two-way ANOVA analysis, in most cases, there is a significant difference of the runtime between HUOPM and OCEAN under varied α with a fixed β. Details are described below: F = 11.551, P = 0.019 < 0.050, in Fig.  4(a) ; F = 156.372, P < 0.001, in Fig. 4(b) ; F = 3.619, P = 0.116, in Fig. 4(c) ; F = 8.871, P = 0.031 < 0.050, in Fig.  4(d) ; F = 491.368, P < 0.001, in Fig. 4(e) ; F = 11.597, P = 0.019 < 0.050, in Fig. 4(f) . Consider Fig. 5 , the results of a two-way ANOVA analysis are presented below. F = 211.304, P < 0.001, in Fig. 5(a) ; F = 18.649, P = 0.008 < 0.010, in Fig. 5(b) ; F = 1.303, P = 0.305, in Fig. 5(c) ; F = 27.371, P = 0.003 < 0.050, in Fig. 5(d) ; F = 11705.343, P < 0.001, in Fig. 5(e) ; F = 157.518, P < 0.001, in Fig. 5(f) . Thus, there is a significant difference of the runtime between the proposed HUOPM and the OCEAN algorithm under different parameter settings.
D. Effect of Pruning Strategies
To assess the impact of pruning strategies, we further compared the number of nodes visited in the FU-tree. The number of nodes visited by the four versions of the proposed algorithm (HUOPM P 12 , HUOPM P 13 , HUOPM P 123 and HUOPM P 1234 ) are denoted as N 1 , N 2 , N 3 and N 4 , respectively. Results for the same parameter settings as in previous experiments are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. Based on Fig. 4 to Fig. 7 , five observations are made. (1) HUOPM prunes a larger part of the search space in terms of number of nodes and is faster when α and β are increased. In general, the runtime and the number of visited nodes in the search tree of HUOPM decrease as α or β increases. Therefore, the effect of the pruning strategies on the number of visited nodes, to some extent, reflects the execution time required by the algorithms. Hence, a smaller tree is more quickly processed since less execution time is required for spanning the FU-tree and constructing UO-lists. (2) Comparing N 2 and N 3 (with and without the upper bound) indicates that the proposed upper bound is useful for pruning unpromising patterns, thus leading to a more compact search space on both sparse and dense datasets. (3) The numbers N 3 and N 4 are always the same regardless of the increase in α and β. It indicates that the Strategy 4 does not filter more unpromising patterns when compared to Strategy 3, but it has a powerful effect on reducing the runtime. We can see this trend more clearly in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 by observing the difference between HUOPM P 123 and HUOPM P 1234 . Thus, HUOPM P 1234 always consumes the least runtime among the four versions of the algorithm. (4) The higher α and β are set, the smaller the search space (number of visited nodes) is. Thus, the less runtime is required. Moreover, the less memory usage is required, but we omit the detailed memory consumption results due to the page limit. (5) The utility occupancy is a significant factor for improving mining performance in the addressed mining task.
E. Processing Order of Items
Since the processing order of items may influence the performance of a mining algorithm, it is important to select a suitable sorting order for the proposed algorithm. To assess how different processing orders influence the performance of the proposed HUOPM algorithm, we measured the runtime and memory consumption of HUOPM with all pruning strategies but with different processing orders. Five types of processing orders are evaluated: the lexicographic order (denoted as HUOPM lexi ), the transaction-weighted utilization ascending order (denoted as HUOPM twuas ), the transaction-weighted utilization descending order (denoted as HUOPM twude ), the support ascending order (denoted as HUOPM supas ), and the support ascending descending order (denoted as HUOPM supde ). 8 shows the experimental results on the accidents and retail datasets, respectively. As we can see, HUOPM twuas has similar performance when compared to HUOPM supas . However, HUOPM twuas requires more memory usage than HUOPM supas , as shown in Fig. 8(b) . Thus, the adopted support ascending order (HUOPM supas ) always leads to the best performance in terms of execution time and memory usage. Clearly, the TWU or support descending order provides the worst performance. It indicates that the adopted processing order w.r.t. support ascending order of items in the proposed HUOPM approach can greatly reduce the number of UO-lists and join operations performed for a mining task.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose an effective and efficient HUOPM algorithm to address a new research problem of mining high utility occupancy patterns with utility occupancy. The utility occupancy can lead to useful patterns that contribute a large portion of total utility for each individual transaction representing user interests or user habit. To the best of our knowledge, no prior algorithms address this problem successfully and effectively. It may provide a new research perspective for utility mining, to a certain extent. In HUOPM, an upper bound of utility occupancy for all possible extensions rooted at a processed node/itemset can be quickly derived by utilizing the UO-list. Based on the developed two downward closure properties and four pruning strategies, the HUOPM algorithm can directly discover the profitable HUOPs from the FU-tree using UO-list without candidate generation. Extensive experiments on several datasets show that HUOPM can efficiently find the complete set of high utility occupancy patterns and significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art OCEAN algorithm. Moreover, the proposed pruning strategies are powerful to prune the search space and speed up the mining performance. Extending HUOPM to address the distributed mining problem [5] , dynamic mining [40] , and privacy preserving issue [53] are part of our future work.
